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Global search traffic is rising

Source: Google Trends March 1 2020: Worldwide searches for “coronavirus”; CNN Jan 31; CNN Mar 4 20203

12/2019: First Case reported in 
Wuhan, China

1/31: 10,000 cases confirmed in China
US bans travel from China to US

3/4: 95,000+ cases worldwide

https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-01-31-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/index.html


Questions via search = intent

Source: Google Trends March 1 20204



Intent: Understand how many...

Source: Google Trends March 1 20205



Intent: Understand what to...

Source: Google Trends March 1 20206



Health systems: advised to be on “alert”

7 Source: Google Trends March 1 2020



CDC has issued a preparedness checklist 
— but what should you communicate?

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html
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How people are searching



Query Themes: Jan 29-Mar 4, 2020
Search queries about the coronavirus over the last month have included the 
following themes:

● coronavirus + location
○ “coronavirus chicago”

● coronavirus + symptoms
○ “coronavirus symptoms sweating”

● worry queries
○ “should i worry about the coronavirus”

Source: Google Analytics accounts for Yext Healthcare customers, Jan 29, 2020-Feb 29, 202010



11 Source: Yext Healthcare customer Google Analytics, Jan 29-Mar 4 202011



On-Site Search (Healthcare Sites): 
Jan 29-Mar 4, 2020
Search queries on health system sites include:

● coronavirus
● are sore muscles a symptom of the 

coronavirus?
● best mask for the coronavirus
● can the coronavirus be transmitted in fabric?
● can you catch the coronavirus from raw 

meat
● can you survive the coronavirus
● coronavirus precautions
● coronavirus preparation
● coronavirus smithtown

● coronavirus test 
● coronavirus testing
● coronavirus update
● how to catch the coronavirus
● how to tell if you have the coronavirus
● how worried should we be about coronavirus
● information about coronavirus
● novel coronavirus
● what is the coronavirus
● what you need to know about the coronavirus

Source: Google Analytics accounts for Yext Healthcare customers, Jan 29, 2020-Feb 29, 202012



Source: Yext Healthcare customer Google Analytics, Jan 29-Mar 4 202013



What do people want to know?
Questions on Google and on health system sites follow similar 
themes and focus on the coronavirus itself:

● Definition of the coronavirus
● Location queries
● Symptoms
● How to treat it
● Alleviating worry

Source: Google Analytics accounts for Yext Healthcare customers, Jan 29, 2020-Feb 29, 202014



What do we expect people will want to 
know?
Many businesses have begun to develop and communicate 
response plans this week:

● Changes in policy or procedure
● Closures, outages, or changes to operating hours
● Guidance to visitors 
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How can you better deliver 
answers to questions about the 

coronavirus?



Two types of questions:

1. About the coronavirus itself
2. About your organization’s 

response



Answer questions where people search
On your website:
Point the public to the best source of information about the coronavirus

NEW: Customers with Yext Answers can add Frequently Asked Questions and 
Answers from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to your search 
experience at no cost
● Yext will assist in maintaining and updating these FAQs if and when the CDC 

makes changes
● To add these FAQs, reach out to your Yext Administrator

Customers with Yext Pages can:
● Add a module to any Yext-powered page that links out to the CDC’s FAQs
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Example: IHACares.com
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Answer questions where people search
On your website:
Publish your own coronavirus preparedness plans

Customers with Yext Answers can work with their Yext Administrator to add 
additional FAQs about your own plans at your discretion, like: 
● “Will [brand’s] support centers continue to be open 24/7?”
● “Are there service disruptions due to coronavirus?”
● “Where can I make an after-hours withdrawal?”

Customers with Yext Pages can:
● Add an Announcement Bar module to keep users aware of closures or other 

important information
● Create Schema-optimized FAQ pages to answer questions on third-party 

search engines like Google and Bing
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Answer questions where people search
Off your website (Google, Bing, etc.):
Focus on communicating critical operational updates

Customers with Yext Listings can: 
● Update core data

○ Operating hours
○ Menu items or services offered
○ Descriptions
○ Pick-up, drop-off, or entrance locations

● Use the Featured Message to reinforce any urgent information or messages
○ “Please note this location is closed through [DATE]”

● With Google Q&A feature in Ultimate package:
○ Answer existing questions in “Questions & Answers” on Google Maps listings
○ Add proactive FAQs about your organization’s coronavirus preparedness 

plans
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Featured 
Message

Map 
Markers



Description

Hours



Frequently Asked 
Questions
to appear on 
Google Q&A



Add informational 
videos, social links, 
etc.



What else can you explore? 
Outside the Yext Search Experience Cloud, you can:

● Look at your own data — in Google Analytics, Google Trends, Adobe Analytics, 
etc. — to understand what people are specifically asking about coronavirus 
within your region(s) 
○ Third-party search queries (off-site, e.g. Google and Bing)
○ Site search queries (on your own site)

● Create SEO-optimized FAQ pages with or without Yext
○ Are any of your current resources stored in a PDF, which is difficult to search? 

Transform that to an optimized FAQ page
○ The “FAQPage” Schema tag helps search engines read these pages
○ If it’s a heavy lift internally, Yext’s Page Builder can help

● Start collecting data that you may want to publish later, even if you are not 
ready now
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Consider what could potentially come next
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What if scientists create a vaccine soon? 

Scientists at the Galilee Research Institute (MIGAL) are close to developing a 
coronavirus vaccine that could be ready in three weeks and available in the next 90 
days. Get ready to answers questions about it! 

Anticipate the questions people will ask about the vaccine: 
● Look at your data and find queries for the flu shot from this season
● Use the flu shot queries to anticipate what kinds of questions someone might ask 

about the Coronavirus vaccine.
● Add these questions and answers to your Knowledge Graph
● Create an FAQ page for the “Coronavirus Vaccine” (use Yext Pages or create your 

own in your CMS)

https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/israel/1582826488-israeli-scientists-say-weeks-away-from-coronavirus-vaccine

https://www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/news/israel-migal-covid-19-vaccine/


If you need anything...
Contact your dedicated CSM, AE, or Yext Administrator 

with product- or strategy-related questions

or

Feel free to email me:
carrie@yext.com
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